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Introduction 

Ever since its inception, Iran has had a shaky history filled with corruption and political instability. Under 

numerous Shahs, such as Reza Shah, Mohammad Reza Shah in the Pahlavi Dynasty in the 20th century, Iran was 

mostly under complete control of authoritarianism leadership and corruption within. When Mohammad Reza 

Shah took power, many had hoped for a constitutional monarchy, but they were left with a corrupt Parliament 

with little to no representation instead. Tension and dissatisfaction led to a large scale movement, deemed the 

Islamic Revolution in which was aimed to transform the current absolute monarchy under Mohammad Reza Shah 

to an Islamic Republic under vanguard containing Ayatollah Khomeini at around the 1980s. The movement 

centered heavily around a Shi’a Islamic influence, and heavily dispelled Western ideals and individualism, instead 

vying for a more populist and nationalist lens. Since the 1979 constitution, Iran has remained under a fusion of 

theocratic and democratic elements, with certain aspects such as one legislative house, and the executive, 

judicial, and parliament overseen by different bodies led by the clergy, and leading the clergy is the rahbar, 

essentially the head of state., while still maintaining a tight hold on media, policies, and control over its people. 

Iran has been reported for numerous violations of human rights, with suppression of females and abuse, and in 

addition, seems to have an uncontrollable surge of COVID-19 cases that the government is unprepared to 

alleviate. However, the situation in Iran is not mostly on domestic policies, but rather their current interaction 

with other states, such as the United States of America. History between the two countries has deep roots within 

the strong dislike of the West, and certain incidents that have helped exacerbate Iran- U.S. tensions, such as the 

Iran Hostage crisis in 1979, where Iranian students seized the U.S. embassy while holding hostage to 52 people for 

more than a year. Iranians called the embassy a “den of spies” and Khomeini even began to refer to the U.S. as 

“the Great Satan.” A more important and recent conflict with the United States would be Iran’s growing nuclear 

program that the U.S. is strongly opposed to, leading to sanctions that have severely crippled Iran’s population. 

But tensions have only escalated between the two in recent years, leading to military assassinations and strikes 

between the two to no end. The global community's most pressing concern besides human rights, healthcare, 

would definitely be its malign relationship with the U.S., and the repercussions it might bring to the bystanders.  
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Definition of Key Terms 

Theocratic Republic- 

The formal label of Iran’s government structure, a theocratic republic is one that includes theocratic 

elements, such as having divine figures part of their religion in places of high power within the state, such as the 

head of state, but also incorporates aspects of a republic, which includes more democratic and political 

engagement. The people are allowed to vote for their own leaders and create parties, and thus, the government 

holds representatives to make decisions underneath the supreme power of their religion. Iran has been a 

theocracy since the Islamic movement, but has slowly integrated republican ideals of citizen involvement through 

representatives, and thus creates a unique form of government that belongs to Iran today.  

 

Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)- 

 A large subsection of the Iranian Armed Forces that contains five smaller branches of Forces, each 

specializing in different aspects of military force. The purpose of the IRGC is to, according to the constitution, 

protect the Iranian’s political system, one of which is composed of both Islamic and Republican ideals.  They do so 

by trying to protect Iran from foreign influence, or any other outside acts that they deem threatening to their 

government system. Declared by the U.S. as a terrorist group by Former U.S. President Trump in 2015, the IRGC 

has enormous amounts of  power, considering the sheer number of troops and personnel they tally, with over 

250,000. The IRGC answers directly to a supreme leader, making it a useful political tool to dabble in foreign 

affairs, such as previously in Iraq and revolution there.  

 

Quds Force- 

A subset of the IRGC, the Quds Force is in charge of unconventional warfare and secretive military 

operations, noted for being the branch that deals with outside threats. Founded in 1988, the branch never 

actually came into prominence until the 2011 Syrian war, where Iran, as strong allies, tried to uphold power of the 

besieged Syrian president, Bashar Al-Assad. Since then, the Quds Force has had notable presence in several areas: 

Syria, Iraq, Lebanon, Yemen, and Afghanistan, all helping their own political agendas, along with their allies. After 

the resounding death of former leader Qassem Soleimani, his deputy in command, Esmail Ghaani, replaced him. 

 

Proxy War- 

A proxy war is a military conflict that is acted upon by two or more states on the behalf of other states, 

none of which are directly involved. Such connections are often indirect, and made for the states’ fulfillment of 

their own political agenda, which oftentimes conflicts with the other side. Proxy wars are copious in the middle 

east, and Iran itself has previously been involved in two: The Iran and Saudi Arabia proxy war, in which Iran and 
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Saudi Arabia struggled for dominance in the Middle East through multiple wars, and the Iran-Israel proxy war. 

Most notably, the proxy war fought in Yemen has caused immense amounts of damage, with Iran supporting the 

Houthis and Saudi Arabia the Yemen Government.  

  

Gulf of Oman- 

Located in the northwest region of the Arabian Sea, the Gulf of Oman is a hotly contested area for 

political control and demarcation. Between Iran and Oman, this Gulf is very important in fishing exports and 

imports, but mostly for the shipping of the lucrative oil industry surrounding it and the Persian Gulf. The Gulf of 

Oman has been the battleground in numerous conflicts, notably surrounding Iran and the U.S. Military standoffs 

date back to 2008, when the U.S. alleged that Iranian ships had been provoking U.S. naval vessels, which Iran 

denied. From there,  

   Map on the Persian Gulf and its proximity to Iran and other states  

Sanctions- 

Sanctions are official orders or penalties imposed upon a country or multiple countries, usually for 

condemnation and punishment for violating international law or political purpose. Sanctions typically are 

economic centered, which means that countries could possibly stop trade of goods to and from that certain 

country, and significantly damage business and economy within the country. Sanctions are used as a type of 

indirect harm to countries, and oftentimes an alternative to military power that countries do not wish to resort 

to. 

 

Coup- 

A coup is a rebellion and overthrowal of the current government in power through violent and illegal 

means. Iran has had a combined of three coups: the 1921 Persian coup d’état  which led to the Pahlavi dynasty, 

the 1953 Iranian coup d’état which led to the overthrow of the democratically elected leader and restoration of 

the Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, and lastly the 1980 Nojeh coup d’état, which was to dismantle the newly 

established Republic of Iran and return to democracy.  
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Velāyat-e faqīh- 

A theory of justification for the current mixed governmental system of Iran, Velāyat-e faqīh is also known 

as the Guardianship of the Islamic jurist. It is a Shia belief that Islam holds a jury, a faqīh, over Islamic people. This 

custodianship has been interpreted to different extents, with some believing that it should be complete control 

over the government and ruler, and some believing it should only be used in non-litigious matters. Regardless, in 

the 1979 constitution it claims that the supreme ruler of Iran should be the guardian jurist to help fulfill this 

concept of Velāyat-e faqīh.  

 

History 

The Islamic Revolution  

Having started in January of 1978, the Islamic Revolution was a major turning point in Iranian history, 

altering social, political, and economic aspects of Iranian life. It was fueled by the common goal of the toppling of 

the monarchy that had been in place for decades in Iran. One of the major events that drove Iranians to do so was 

the White Revolution, implemented in 1963 by Mohammed Reza Shah that consisted of multiple reforms to 

create western style modernization, but also centralization of political power for the Pahlavi Dynasty, and 

ultimately ended up creating even more tension between social classes and the government, ruined rural 

economies, and prompted questions about democracy and human rights. In the end, the White Revolution 

created a new set of problems: political repression, disruption of social norms, hatred of Western influence, and 

the desire to overthrow the regime. What started off as large scale protests, mostly from religiously pious citizens, 

turned into a nationwide revolution that demanded the overthrow of the government. In the end, Khomeini was 

installed as ruler, and Iran transitioned to the most conservative, religious, and anti-western it had ever been.  

The Iran-Iraq War 

When Iraq invaded Iran in 1980, it had long been expected. Border tensions and dispute had been going 

on for a while, with Iraq wanting to seize Iran's oil rich border, and seeing that the current state of the new 

government- with it being in hot water with the U.S. government and the national army being disheartened by 

that- it was a strategic time to attack. During the war, which lasted 8 years, millions were killed in the crossfire, 

ultimately until a ceasefire was reached through U.N. assistance, and a formal peace agreement did not occur 

until 1990. Since then, Iran and Iraq have become each other’s largest allies, both through trade and political 

similarities. 
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Development of Nuclear Power 

Iran was discovered to have had interest in developing nuclear power since the 1950s, with the help of 

the United States for the Atoms  for Peace Program. Iran ratified the Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT).  However, 

after the 1979 Revolution, support was subsequently cut off from Iran and international cooperation ceased. Iran 

decided to continue development, cooperating with France, Argentina, and mostly notably Russia in order to 

enrich their furtive program. During the 2000s, Iran was discovered to have been developing and testing nuclear 

weapons much to the dislike of other nations, who believed it was being developed for non-peaceful means. In 

2003 was investigated by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), and received an additional protocol 

which Iran accepted. It was discovered in 2006 that Iran was being noncompliant with NPT regulations, and 

resulted in the Security Council demanding that Iran halt its nuclear expeditions, to which Iran did not. Russia 

helped Iran develop its first nuclear power plant in 2011, and since then Iran has been developing more. The 2015 

Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, which was a deal reached by the P5 nations, the European Union, and Iran 

about their nuclear program. It was later revealed that Iran breached this agreement, only furthering sanctions 

and tensions about their nuclear development. Iran’s nuclear program has caused them 500 billion including 

production cost, sanctions, and trade. 

Saudi Oil Field Attacks 

On September 14th, 2019, through drone strikes, two of Saudi Arabia’s largest oil facilities were 

temporarily damaged by an unknown perpetrator. Many, along with the U.S., claim that Iran was behind the 

attacks, in a method to warn and send a message to Saudi Arabia and the United States. The U.N. leaked a report 

which stated that they were unable to identify the origin of the attack, and the Iranian government has denied it 

was their doing. 

Death of Qasem Soleimani  

With the dramatic and long term buildup of hostilities between Iran and the U.S., on January 3, 2020, the 

U.S. killed the top general in Iran, Qasem Soleimani, in an airstrike. The death was an accumulation of tension 

between the two countries, with Trump declaring that “he should’ve been taken out years ago.” This resulted in 

three days national mourning, and a new level of maliciousness from both sides. This attack occurred a few days 

later when a massive protest was organized in the U.S. embassy in Iraq, notably by crowds angered by U.S. 

airstrikes targeting Iran militia in Iraq and Syria. This death evoked international responses: with Russia, Iraq, and 

Lebanon all condemning the United States, while Israel applauded the U.S. for acting in “swiftly, forcefully, and 

decisively.” Iran has since announced on January 3, it will no longer abide by the 2015 nuclear deal unless 

sanctions are lifted, resulting in even more international sanctions and continued military presence in Iraq by the 

U.S. Iran is currently issuing a warrant arrest to Interpol for Trump over the Qasem Soleimani airstrike killing.  
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Key Issues 

Political Tension with the United States and their allies 

By far the most pressing issue in Iran and the global community is its growing tension with the United                   

States. Having escalated from decades of malign interaction, Iran and the United States seem to be both                 

politically and economically opposed to each other. Iran views the United States as a constant threat to their                  

political influence within the Middle Eastern Sphere. For example, the two countries often have conflicting               

military presence within areas such as Syria, where the U.S. is trying to combat terrorist groups in the Syrian Civil                    

War. The U.S. has also oftentimes called the Iran government and certain branches terrorist groups and                

supporters of such. This is due to Iran’s involvement with rebel forces such as the Houtis, and sending military aid                    

to support them. This tension has led to incidents on numerous occasions such as the Persian Gulf Incident, the                   

U.S. Embassy protests, and Strait of Hormuz, all of which have kept and intensified U.S. sanctions that have                  

existed for years. For now, the situation is fairly recent, with the death of Iranian Second most powerful leader,                   

Qasem Soleimani, Iran is pushing for Trump’s arrest for murder by Interpol.  

 

Nuclear Power and Development 

Against the international wishes of many states, Iran has only continued to develop their nuclear power                

program, exceeding set amounts and regulations set by former treaties. It is so important for Iran to reach an                   

agreement on nuclear development because other nations could feel threatened by Iran’s growing power, and               

that could lead to a domino effect of nations breaking their own agreements, and developing to the fullest extent                   

for self defense. Iran’s disobedience is a direct threat to other nations that currently possess nuclear arms, and                  

have evoked sanctions from the U.S., European Union, and United Nations. With the Joint Comprehensive Plan of                 

Action in 2015, it seemed that nations had finally reached an agreement that would be sustainable. However, in                  

2018, Trump announced the U.S.’s withdrawal from the plan, and a year later Iran began ignoring limitations                 

discussed within the agreement. Trump’s withdrawal was due to how Iran’s nuclear program had not been                

curtailed, and thus the attempt was futile and not worth pursuing. Therefore, as of now, Iran is still without                   

compromise at the expense of many of the international communities interests. 

 

Human Rights Crises 

Other issues in Iran may crowd out the media attention on Iran’s human rights; however it is just as                   

pressing. Iran has been criticized for violating mass amounts of human rights, such as harsh penalties for crime,                  

suppressing freedom of expression and assembly, and discrimination against women. Iran has notably used              

excessive force when dealing with protests, killing thousands. During the 2019-2020 Iranian protests, which were               

caused by the high increase of oil prices, many took to the street to protest and criticize the government.                   

Ultimately, they were met with censorship, arrests, and extreme violence. Other protests centered around issues               
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such as environmental protection have been dispelled by the Iranian government, and protests around workers               

rights and working conditions have also been suppressed and met with violence. The Iranian government has                

ignored most of their citizens' desperate calls for change, and has instead violated their rights of speech and                  

assembly in the process of suppression. Journalists also find themselves extremely at risk for their work in Iran,                  

with many being prosecuted and imprisoned. Gender-based violence against women and girls is still very much                

legal, with domestic violence and early and forced marriage remaining ubiqitous. It still is illegal for women to                  

enter football stadiums in domestic games. Moreover, Iran is also discriminatory against ethnic majorities, such as                

Ahwazi Arabs, Azerbaijani Turks, Baluchis, Kurds and Turkmen, all of which face setbacks in education, housing,                

and employment. Suppression of these minorities when speaking out about such violations have been met with                

the same hand as women, environmentalists, and workers.  

 

Major Parties Involved and Their Views 

China 

Given that both are constantly enemies of the U.S., the relationship between China and Iran is very 

strategic and politically friendly. In 2016, after a historical visit of President Xi Jing Ping to Iran, the two countries 

agreed on a 25 year pact that included political, security, and economic facets, but the deal itself is not public. 

Iran sees China as the only major global power that can oppose the U.S.’s dominance globally, with political and 

economic standing. As for China, they view Iran as a strategic actor within the Middle East and close to Central 

Asia,  which is where a large portion of their Belt and Road Initiative resides. Iran could also be an untapped land 

full of promise for foreign investment, great for Beijing. However, Iran’s constant negotiation and involvement 

with the United States has caused China to withdraw aid such as banks in Iran as a reaction. As Trump has 

increased maliciousness with Iran and China, Iran is now looking to formalize infrastructure and relations with 

China in the future. 

 

Syria  

Syria is one of Iran’s closest allies. United through Iran’s strong support of the Assad regime (which has 

lasted since 1971), Iran’s military support and funding was what upheld the Asad regime for five years, until 

Russian Intervention in 2015. Iran has military presence in Syria, supporting the regime through militia’s, but also 

themselves through cultural propaganda. Iran has slowly spread shrines to use them as centres of Iranian 

propaganda and facilitate the visits of Iranians to the country. They also have sent numerous troops to help fight 

the Syrian Civil War, most likely because they have common interests: both detest the United States and support 

Palestinian independence against Israel.  
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Image 2: map of Iran and Syria geologically 

United Kingdom  

The United Kingdom has a much more neutral stance regarding Iran, still maintaining full diplomatic 

relations, despite relationships being strained for the majority of history. The United Kingdom agrees with 

America on a few key issues: the necessity of a nuclear deal to control Iran’s nuclear development, and hesitantly 

on the fact that Iran's IRGC is a terrorist group. However, on other situations such as the murder of Qasem 

Soleimani, the U.K. chose to remain mostly neutral- stating that a war would not be favourable for either sides at 

this point. The United Kingdom has placed heavy sanctions on Iran, but in 2016 lifted a substantial amount, but 

sanctions on the basis of human rights violations still exist.  The United Kingdom has also previously urged the 

United States to ease sanctions on Iran, especially in the context of the coronavirus, seeing the impact it has on 

the economy and citizens of Iran. 

 

United States of America 

Already highlighted through the rest of this report, the United States is Iran’s largest enemy, having deep 

roots of opposition on political influence, military expedition, and nuclear development. Both sides seem 

unwilling to back down and flaunt their military power in hopes of scaring the opposition, which had led to 

extreme militarization of numerous areas where they clash, such as the Persian Gulf, where Iran recently unveiled 

a gigantic military base along the Gulf, despite U.S. tension, which is bound to incite followup from the U.S. Each 

accuses the other of trying to take down their governments, and the U.S. has imposed heavy sanctions on Iran for 

human rights violations, nuclear deal uncooperativeness, and supporting U.S. deemed terrorist groups such as 

Hezbollah and Hamas. Iran, on the other hand, has vowed revenge on the United States for the murder of their 

military leader, Qasem Soleimani, and other important Iran officials and citizens. On a ground level, Iran despises 
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the United States on a Westernized level, because their governments are opposite in function, and Iran 

government suppression of Westernized thought.  However, with President Biden being the newly inaugurated 

president, many believe reengagement with Iran is near, even after Trump withdrew from the JCPOA. Agreement 

may not be impossible, but the window to success is narrow, and Iran seems skeptical, and most of all revengeful.  

 

Russia  

Russia and Iran currently have extremely strong relations, drawn together by the tensions between 

Tehran and the United States. The Iranian foreign minister has traveled to Russia around 28 times, stating that 

their relationship has “never been better.” Iran and Russia share similar strategic views, with Russia also disliking 

U.S. involvement in the middle east. Russia has vetoed several resolutions on Iran in the Security Council, many of 

them having to do with adding pressure for nuclear agreements. Russia has also helped Iran tremendously in 

regards to sanctions, economically supporting them after strong U.S. embargos, furthering the connections of the 

two. However, Russia’s involvement in Iran may seem very strong, but many can assume that it is mostly for the 

benefit of Russia’s own interest, seeing that Iran is a key actor in the Middle East who shares similar goals. Russia 

is expected to support Iran in face of a war, however, they would be keen on protecting self interests first and 

foremost. Thus, Iran and China have gotten closer as well.  

 

Timeline of Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events 
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Date Event 

March 5th, 1970 Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons- One of the first 
widespread and international treaties on nuclear cooperation and prevention. 
It was used in order to promote peaceful usage and 191 countries have since 
signed since 1970, including the five of the nine nations that possess nuclear 
powers: China, France, Russia, United Kingdom, and the United States. 

March 30 ~31st, 
1979 

Iranian Islamic Public Referendum- Held right after the Islamic Revolution, 
the Islamic Referendum was approved by 98.2 percent of  Islamic citizens able 
to vote, with no group voting no. This officially created the Islamic Republic as 
we know of today.  

July 20th, 1987 Security Council Resolution 598- This resolution called for an immediate 
ceasefire between Iran and Iraq, reparation towards prisoners of war, and the 
immediate redrawal of international borders.  

March 15th, 1995, Executive Order 12957-  The president of the United States at the time- Bill 
Clinton- in response to Iranian alleged sponsorship of  terrorism, furthers the 
sanctions placed on Iran. 

October 18th, 2015 Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action- Agreed upon by the P5+1, France, U.S.A., 
Russia, China, The U.K, Germany, European Union, and Iran, the Joint 
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Evaluation of Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue 

International Agreements on Nuclear Development in the 1970s and 2010s  

As established by now, numerous attempts have been made in the past in order to reach an agreement 

with Iran and the international community on how they should develop nuclear facilities. Starting in 1970, when 

Iran ratified the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, in which they pledged to basically never to acquire nuclear 

weapons and the NPT nuclear-weapon states in exchange agree to share the benefits of peaceful nuclear 

technology and to pursue nuclear disarmament aimed at the ultimate elimination of their nuclear arsenal.” This 

was a huge pledge, and Iran was found breaching the agreements of the Treaty in 2002 multiple times, by 

conducting illicit activity to which they had not disclosed to the IAEA. Secondly, in 2003, in which the IAEA and 

Iran formed a specific treaty after Iran had failed to comply with the previous treaty, this which Iran accepted, and 

forced them to declare all materials relevant to its uranium-enrichment program and allow IAEA inspectors to 

conduct environmental sampling wherever in Iran. Iran was also found being noncompliant with IAEA inspectors, 

to which IAEA condemned, which led to Iran withdrawal from suspending uranium enrichment activities that they 

had previously scrapped. In 2014, the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) was established, between the 

P5+1 and Iran. Although Iran has exceeded limits quite a few times outlined in the JCPOA,  each time they pledged 

to stick to their promise and maintain within the limitations, much to the U.S. 's suspicion. When Trump entered 

office in 2016, he immediately expressed wishes to renegotiate the deal, much to the opposition of other P5 

nations. Ultimately, JCPOA fell apart when Trump decided to pull out in  2018. Frankly, there is an issue of 

accountability and consistency within both Iran and the United States as actors in the agreements, which is why 
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Comprehensive Plan of Action was the culmination of 20 months of 
negotiation, and ultimately was a sign of some kind of tangible success 
between Iran and the nuclear community. In that, they followed the 
“Roadmap Agreement” between Iran and the IAEA.  

May 2019- 2021 Persian Gulf Crisis- A string of events of increased intensification of warfare 
between Iran and the United States and their allies within the Gulf, an 
important waterway in the East. It began to escalate in May, when four U.S. 
oil tanks were hit in the Gulf of Oman, which Iran denied when accused. Two 
more tankers were attacked, and both countries accused the other of their 
drones being shot. U.S. and U.K. naval presence increased, one of which Iran 
seized in retaliation. 

 January 3rd, 2021 Protection, Dignity and Security of Women Against Violence- A new draft law 
that has been adopted by the Islamic cabinet, which works in favor of helping 
women gain access to more rights, more specifically in the sphere of domestic 
abuse. This bill was created in response to outrage by Iranian women over 
centuries, notably sparked on May 21, 14-year-old Romina Ashrafi was 
gruesomely beheaded, allegedly by her father. 
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they have failed so many times before. Iran continues to break or exceed limits without much care, and this in 

turns angers the United States, pushing them to implement more sanctions, or even pull out as a whole. Thus, 

Agreements must be well crafted and truly have found a common middle ground for both countries to keep their 

promises, however, both are extremely stubborn and a common ground is difficult to find.  

 

Military Engagement with Iran  

Although the United States seems to be the main actor with this proposed “solution,” many countries 

have taken to providing extra military presence in the region, such as in areas like the Persian Gulf and Strait of 

Hormuz. U.S. facilities surround Iran and its places of influence, with around 60,000 troops in Iran’s immediate 

region, which is a tactic that the U.S. uses, for it has  been mentioned that they will take an invasion, war, or 

military action against Iran if they see it fit. The U.S. and Iran have taken to acts of warfare, such as shooting down 

the other’s drones, performing airstrikes, rocket attacks. The most famous being the assassination of general 

Qasem Soleimani, which the U.S. used as a warning to Iran, which possibly could link to their presence in other 

Middle Eastern countries, since Soleimani was the mastermind behind foreign affairs in regards to military. 

Military engagement is not an effective way to reach a solution, since it will end up hurting more of those who are 

innocent, already impacted by the sanctions placed by the U.S., and it could escalate tensions that are already 

reaching their boiling point. The more military action used, the closer the two nations get to a war, which will 

involve other P5 nations and members of the global community, causing mass disruption, and probably an 

escalation of nuclear development as well.  

 

Sanctions against Iran 

Lastly, sanctions have been placed on Iran since 1979 by the U.S. after the Iran hostage crisis, freezing 

about 8.1 billion assets, but released in 1981. However, the U.S. has held sanctions on Iran since 1984 for the 

reason of Iran supporting terrorist organizations, and banned all weapon sales and assistance to Iran. In the 

following years, sanctions on Iran grew in severity and size, the majority being placed by the U.S., United Nations, 

and United Kingdom, for primarily the same reasons: terrorism, incidents, and  nuclear noncooperation. Most of 

these sanctions are targeting Iran’s economy, but the majority are hurting Iran’s largest industry- oil production. 

These sanctions are so severe, their effects are crippling Iranian economy, making their once thriving oil 

production in decline, with less oil companies willing to operate in the region, knowing they will face drawbacks 

from the set sanctions. Now, China has become Iran’s largest trading partner, since many Western countries are 

too afraid of the repercussions that might come with trading with Iran. As a result, the effect of sanctions have 

heavily damaged the daily lives of Iranian people,  having taxes raised and prices of oil higher as well, which have 

sparked nationwide protests. The true effectiveness of sanctions are an enigma, but it is not enough to say the 

ends justify the means if you are unsure of how the end will look like anyway. Iran still has not shown any 
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weakening to the U.S., and U.N. wishes, and will only agree to treaties if sanction removal is within the deal. 

Therefore, the enormous amount of damage and the tradeoff of Iranian’s living standard should not be the first 

choice when it comes to resolving the solution, but it is the most anti-engaging and thus should be considered 

depending on your own country’s interests, but it is certainly not in those of the Iranians.  

 

Possible Solutions 

Given the change of the United States presidency, but the unstable political standing, how would Iran and the                  

P5 nations best reach a Nuclear Deal Agreement? 

Remember that the Security Council runs on a clause by clause process, in which to pass each clause, there must                    

be a ⅔ majority, which means 9 people must vote for this clause. This also means that the P5 Nations (China,                     

France, Russia, The United Kingdom, and The United States) have veto power, which is the ability to strike a                   

clause down if wanted. How can the Council ensure that there are little to no vetoes, and that Iran and the P5 can                       

cooperate without displeasing little to any nation? More communication, forums, dialogue would be helpful,              

along with countries allowing for incentive giving through trade. However, there are many possible actions, within                

your countries’ stance, that could also take form.  

 

Should sanctions on Iran be kept, abolished, or intensified for their actions that could consist of terrorism,                 

human rights violations, and nuclear deal uncooperativeness? What effect will this have on the Iranian               

population in terms of living standards? What incentives could be provided to Iran to help them abide and join                   

a nuclear agreement? 

Given the recent fallout on nuclear deals with Iran, many countries believe that using soft power, or methods of                   

exerting power that is not direct military engagement, is the only way to send a message to the Iranian                   

government. With that in mind, there are many negative side effects that imposing sanctions has, especially on a                  

developing country. Often the most vulnerable groups, such as rural farmers, are hit the most and left to suffer.                   

With that in mind, should the international community continue to press harder on Iran by imposing more                 

sanctions? Should we remain neutral, and continue imposing the same amount of sanctions as before, or lessen                 

the amount of sanctions as a whole? If not sanctions, what other forms of punishment or encouragement could                  

be less harmful to the Iranian people and more targeted towards the government? 

 

How can relations between the United States and Iran improve (or deteriorate if it is in your country’s                  

interests)? Military tension is on the rise in especially vulnerable places such as Yemen, how should                

demilitarization best be achieved? What should the international community do to prevent an escalation of               

war between Iran and the U.S. between the two nations? 
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It is integral for U.S. and Iran relations to improve in order to reach international nuclear protection. Thus, most                   

countries would want to have Iran compromise in order to make sure national security can never be violated from                   

nuclear usage. How can U.S. and Iran tensions alleviate? Should this be done through more political cooperation                 

such as forums, conferences, and economic bargaining in order to make Iran more willing to enter talks? Biden’s                  

new perspective may shift Iran’s attitude, but this requires more action in order to solidify and rekindle                 

cooperation. Demilitarization is yet another issue, where both countries seem very aggressive and have no signs                

of letting up. What incentives could help such an issue? What can other countries who are not directly involved                   

do in order to encourage both parties to cooperate? This could include furthering economic partnerships in forms                 

of lessening sanctions, fostering business opportunities, which, in context of the coronavirus could be very helpful                

to both countries’ economies. 

 

Should Iran be punished for accused terrorism and terrorism support? If so, what best way should they be                  

punished? 

Depending on the country, many have differing beliefs as to whether Iran is funding terrorists. Most of those who                   

are defending Iran are those in the Arab League, whereas the rest of the world generally is against Iran’s alleged                    

support. With this in mind, how should punishment and deterrence be given to Iran? Arms Embargoes and the                  

cessation of military sales could help, but for many that requires persuading the major arms traders most likely to                   

trade with Iran after the UN Arms Embargo expires, such as China and Russia.  

 

How can Iran improve its human rights conditions without having its sovereignty violated?  

Should NGOs and GOs be involved in giving aid and research on the area? 

Iran has had issues with human rights violations, given the suppression of media, the violent treatment of                 

journalists and critiques of the government. How can nations push Iran to minimize or cease their activity without                  

actively violating their sovereignty. Sovereignty is a concept universally respected by the international             

community, in which nations have no right to intervene in a nation’s domestic affairs. 
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Appendix or Appendices 

 
I. Useful rundown of Iran’s current situation: 

https://www.cfr.org/blog/transition-2021-looming-iran-crisis  
II. More background to the nuclear deal and its origins: 

https://icds.ee/en/the-background-to-the-iran-crisis-arabs-americans-and-a-nuclear-deal/  
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